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Mikä on posteri?

• Posteri on julistemuotoinen tapa esittää tutkimustuloksia

• Posteri ovat tieteellisten esitelmien ohella olennainen osa tieteellisiä 
kokouksia

• Posterit ovat näytteillä kokoustiloissa ja ohjelmaan voi kuulua erityinen 
aika, jolloin tekijät esittelevät omaa posteriaan kokousyleisön kiertäessä 
posterialueella

• Perinteinen posteri tyypillisesti A0-kokoinen pysty- tai vaakasuuntainen 
juliste (kokousten järjestäjät usein ohjeistavat koosta ja muodosta)

• Virtuaalisissa konferensseissa (ainakin EPSC, Europlanet Science Congress) 
on lanseerattu virtuaalinen eli verkkoposteri, se voi olla esimerkiksi 
muutaman PowerPoint-kalvon setti, joka on helpommin ruutuluettavassa 
muodossa



Harrastajat tiedekokouksissa

• Muutamissa tiedekokouksissa, muun muassa EPSC:ssä, on 
harrastajille varattu oma ohjelmalinja proam-tyyppisille aiheille, 
näissä on sekä esitelmiä että postereita

• Harrastajat voivat olla myös mukana yhteistyökumppaneina 
ammattitutkijoiden postereissa ja harrastajaposterit voivat olla 
mukana muissakin ohjelmalinjoissa

• Posteri on harrastajalle ehkä helpompi tapa päästä esittelemään 
tuloksiaan kuin esitelmä, vaikka hyvä posteri vaatiikin vähintään 
saman verran työtä
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Abstract

We present some results of diminishing of Martian Southern 
Polar Cap (SPC) during the apparition 2020–2021 by Finnish 
amateur data. We have selected a sample from ca 150 images 
and converted them into a polar projections using the 
WinJUPOS software. Then we have measured the 
northernmost latitude of SPC from each image.

The diminishing rate is consistent with to the data from 
earlier apparitions, e.g. by British Astronomical Association 
and American Lunar and Planetary Observers.  

The SPC asymmetry and misplacement from the Martian 
South Pole is clearly visible.

Novus Mons feature was observable as a separated icy 
fragment near the edge of the SPC during the period 14–21 
Aug 2020.
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Figure 1. The northernmost latitude of the SPC edge by Finnish observational data. 
The dotted line shows a 2nd order polynomial fitting of the data points. The X-axis 
shows the solar longitude (LS) and corresponding date.
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Figure 1. Image by J. Jantunen 19 Aug 2020 at 
22:58–23:01 UT  (CM = 294°) with 0.28-m SCT 
and QHY5III224 planet imaging camera.



Introduction and Observations

Background
The Martian apparition 2010–2011 was the best for the high latitude 
observers for almost 15 years. The perihelion on 3 Aug 2020, just two 
months before the opposition, offered a large angular diameter of the 
planetary disc and the axial position of the planet made possible to 
study the southern polar cap (SPC).

Observations and Measurements

We had ca 150 images taken by the members of the Lunar and Planetary 
group of Ursa Astronomical Association. Observations were made with 
0.10-m up to 0.40-m telescopes mainly with planet imaging cameras. 
Image data cover the period from May 2020 to May 2021 [1]. 

We selected a large sample of images where the polar cap is clearly 
visible. Then we converted the sample images into a polar projection 
with planetocentric latitudes using the WinJUPOS software [2]. We 
measured the northernmost latitude of SPC from each projected image.
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Figures 2–3. Image by M. Ankelo 16 Aug 2020 at 01:15 UT 
(CM = 4°) and corresponding polar projection.

Figures 4–5. Image by L. Ekblom 7 Sep 2020 at 00:18 UT (CM 
= 273°) and corresponding polar projection.



Results: The Diminishing Rate

We were able to monitor the diminishing rate 
of Martian SPC by detecting its northernmost 
latitude from May to December 2020. The 
results are show in the Figure 6. The 
polynomial fitting of the diminishing rate is 
consistent with the data from earlier 
apparitions, e.g. by British Astronomical 
Association and American Lunar and 
Planetary Observers [3, 4]. 

Due to poor weather conditions in midwinter 
2020–2021 the disappearance of the SPC is 
unsolved. In January 2021, the SPC is not 
detectable in the Finnish data, albeit there 
are some reports of its visibility in the 
observations of British Astronomical 
Association [5].
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Figure 6. The northernmost latitude of the SPC edge by Finnish observational data. The dotted 
line shows a 2nd order polynomial fitting of the data points. The X-axis shows the solar 
longitude (LS) and corresponding date.



Results: Shape and features of SPC

In the early phases of the diminishing process the SPC was more or less 
oval-shaped. Especially in the August 2020 observations the shape was 
clearly non-circular. 

The SPC asymmetry is clearly visible. The centre of the polar cap was 
misplaced from the Martian South Pole. The northern edge of SPC 
extended towards 330–60° longitudes.  The midpoint was located 
around the 80–85° latitudes.

Novus Mons feature

Novus Mons, aka “Mountains of Mitchel” area was visible in late August 
2020 observations. In the early August observations it was observable as 
a “bump” in the edge of SPC. As a separated icy fragment near the edge 
it was visible during the period 14–21 Aug 2020 (LS = 258–262°).

The areographic location of the feature was around 300–330° W and 70–
75° S.  
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Figures 7–10. Images with Novus Mons feature. From upper 
left: by L. Ekblom 16 Aug 2020 at 23:58 UT (CM = 336°), by J. 
Kankaanpää 16 Aug 2020 at 23:04 UT  (CM = 7°), by M. 
Koskimo 19 Aug 2020 at 23:59 UT  (CM = 308°) and by A. 
Haavisto 21 Aug 2020 at 0:41 UT  (CM = 310°).



Discussion and Conclusions
The results are consistent with earlier studies e.g. by British Astronomical Association and American Lunar and Planetary 
Observers [3, 4]. The polar projection method proved useful to study the polar cap evolution and features.

Three main factors compromising the latitude measurements accuracy are:

• Due to asymmetry of SPC, observations made from the opposite direction of the extend edge easily produce too high 
latitude values

• The quality of observations, e.g. poor seeing conditions, small aperture telescopes and image process weaknesses 
decreases the accuracy

• Manual positioning of the images in the JUPOS software, e.g. adjusting planet disc and axis direction, cause some 
deviation to the results

The asymmetry and the misplacement of the polar cap centre from the planetary pole are clearly detectable from the 
amateur data. Asymmetry have been noticed by Huygens already in 1672. Maraldi noticed the misplacement from the pole 
in 1719 [6]. Later these are confirmed by e.g. Mars missions data [7]. These phenomena have been explained by 
topographic and climatic features in Martian western hemisphere near the southern polar region [8, 9]. The large and deep 
impact basins Hellas Planitia and Argyre Planitia are assumed to change climatic conditions on the Martian southern 
hemisphere.

The Novus Mons feature is discovered by O. M. Mitchel in 1845 [4]. The mountain region keeps shortly its ice cover when 
the SPC is melting and the edge is shrinking southwards.
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Fig. 1 & 2. Modeling 
of observation made 
in 2013 August 24. 

Fig 3. 17P/Holmes 
pictured on top of 
the dust trail on 
2014 September 3-4.

b = 0.03 (particle r = 0.03 mm). b = 0.01 (r = 
0.1 mm). b = 0.001 (r = 1 mm).

Fig. 4. Prediction of the dust
trail in February 2022 near
the 2007 outburst point.
Marked in the picture is
17P/Holmes orbit at the time
of outburst event, modeled
2015 February trail and 0.01
AU further away modeled
2022 February trail.

Fig. 5. Observation obtained 
in 2015 February 14 from 
Hankasalmi observatory.
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Presentation highlights
 A comprehensive model capable of describing the evolution of the dust trails produced by the 2007 

outburst of comet 17P/Holmes.
 Continuous observations of the dust trails in common nodes for 0.5 and 1 revolutions.
 Predictions for the two-revolution dust trail behavior near the explosion point for the years 2021 and 2022.
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Background

Comet 17P/Holmes’ outburst
When the comet 17P/Holmes' outburst took place on 2007 October 23-
24 a large amount of dust particles and gas were ejected from the comet 
[1][7]. Comet was a rare spectacle to the observers (Fig. 1).

The dust particles ended up on elliptic orbits around the Sun and 
seemingly vanished. However, there are two common nodes of their 
orbits, where dust particles converge and form the possibility to directly 
observe the dust telescopically in the visible light spectrum [2].

Individual dust particle orbits are affected mainly by solar radiation 
pressure effects and Jupiter gravitational disturbance.
We made predictions of dust observability in visible light, when the dust 
converges near the outburst point in the future, starting from fall 2021.

Figure 1. Comet 17P/Holmes observed in Hankasalmi Observatory 2007 
November 4.
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First Trail Observations (February 2013)
Our first observations of the dust 
were made at the Siding Spring 
Observatory. The modeling results 
show that all particle sizes 
(correlating with the parameter β) 
modeled were still present in the 
dust trail. The observed part of the 
dust trail was situated already 
towards the end part of the trail. 
The second observation made in 
August 2013 showed a dust trail, 
which had small and middle sized 
particles, but not any more big 
particles (Fig. 2 & 3).

Figure 2. Modeling of observation 2013 August 24. Plotted in the figure are also the 
observed position points, which are corrected by adjusting time of the observation to 
match the timestamp used in the model using a coordinate list [6]. Sky coordinates.

Figure 3. Modeling of observation 
2013 August 24. Cartesian 
coordinates.
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Trail in September 2014
Observations were continued in the Northern 
Hemisphere at the Auberry Sierra Remote Observatory 
and at the New Mexico Skies observatory in September 
2014, when the comet itself was located on top of the 
dust trail as seen from Earth. All particle sizes were 
present during the observation with the comet itself 
(Fig. 4). Observations continued in Hankasalmi
Observatory, Finland. In February 2015 dust trail was 
visible without image subtraction [3][4][5](Fig. 5).

Figure 4. Comet 
17P/Holmes 
pictured when 
traveling on top of 
the dust trail. 
Image 
subtraction. 2014 
September 3-4.

Figure 5. Observation 2015 February 14 in 
Hankasalmi Observatory. Without image 
subtraction. Dust trail is several telescopic fields 
at length.
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Summary
The dust trail particle is modelled using our software named the ‘Dust
Trail kit’ that comprises multiparticle Monte Carlo modeling including
the solar radiation pressure effects, gravitational disturbance caused by
Jupiter, and also gravitational interaction of the dust particles with the
parent comet itself. This model can be used also for calculating
predictions for meteor streams that hit Earth’s atmosphere [8].

According to our theoretical results the dust trail will be detectable in
visible light even when observed by modest aperture telescopes,
although it may require the use of image subtraction. Interplanetary
dust at the predicted time and coordinates will also be bright in mid
infrared (Fig. 6 & 7).

Figure 6. Comet 17P/Holmes 
plotted on top of the modeled 
trail for 2021 September 6. Also 
convergence point location 
movement in the sky is shown in 
the picture.

Figure 7. Prediction of the dust trail in February 
2022 near the outburst point. Marked in the 
picture is 17P/Holmes orbit at outburst event, 
modeled 2015 February trail and 0.01 AU further 
away modeled 2022 February trail. Density in the 
model is 15000 particles for each beta for 2015 
and 4000 particles for each beta for 2022.
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